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6.22 Figures 6 and 7 demonstrates the general pattern emerging for the number of 
services a place has, in relation to how many people travel to that place to use the 
services/facilities, therefore we can start to draw up a ranking of service centres.  This 
is developed further in chapter 7 of this report.  A summary of the different travel 
patterns for each service/facility is outlined in the paragraphs below: 

 
Main food shopping at major supermarkets (Figure 8) 

 

 
 
• While all villages rely on larger urban centres outside the district for main food 

shopping, Oundle still remains a strong pull for all villages to the east of the 
case study area, which has the only supermarket in the case study area.  25% 
of the case study area use Oundle for its main food shopping.  In addition, 
33% of Oundle’s own population complete their main food shopping in the 
town.  However, exceptions are in the 4 villages in the west, which lie on the 
A43 connecting Corby and Stamford, where residents shop for main food in 
these two centres.   

 
• Peterborough attracts the majority (34%) of shoppers from all villages, 

including residents from Oundle, except for the villages west of King’s Cliffe. 
 

• 89% of people travel by car, although the percentage is slightly less in Oundle, 
Upper and Lower Benefield, Southwick and Nassington.  This is due to either 
local facilities, people using public transport or shopping via the internet. 
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Top-up/convenience food shopping  
 

Convenience shopping – travel to Oundle (Figure 9) 
 

 
 
Convenience shopping – travel to villages (except Oundle) (Figure 10) 
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• Residents in smaller villages are more likely to shop in Oundle, King’s Cliffe, 
Warmington or Nassington, as shown in the maps above.  The location chosen 
is normally related to the nearest service centre to the resident’s home village, 
although residents from all villages, indicated that they shop in Oundle.  Infact, 
as shown in the table below 58% of all respondents convenience shop in 
Oundle. 

• A high percentage of residents shop for convenience food in their own village, 
including Oundle (80%), King’s Cliffe (65%), Warmington (36%) and 
Nassington (22%).   There is a direct correlation between the level of 
convenience shopping undertaken and the population of the settlement. 
Therefore the larger the settlement is, the number of convenience shops 
increases, which attracts a higher number (and percentage) of people 
shopping in these stores.  This starts to provide evidence to be able to rank 
service centre settlements by the number of convenience shops and how 
much they are used.   

• In Yarwell 3% of the village’s population, of all the smaller villages, uses 
Yarwell for top-up/convenience food shopping.  None of the other villages have 
a convenience shop, except for Upper/Lower Benefield.  There were no 
residents of Upper/Lower Benefield who responded by saying they 
convenience shop in their own village. 

• In the western villages of Bulwick, Deenethorpe, Blatherwycke and Deene the 
majority of convenience shopping is done in either King’s Cliffe, Weldon or 
Corby.  These 4 villages have the highest car use in travelling for convenience 
food. 

• Peterborough, Stamford and Weldon, which are all outside the district are also 
used for top-up/convenience food shopping. 

• Oundle, King’s Cliffe, Warmington and Nassington had the highest rate of 
people walking (up to 55%) for convenience food shopping. 

 
Non food shopping 
 

• Oundle is the only service centre that attracts a high percentage of residents 
for non food shopping (10% of people surveyed), which is mainly to Oundle 
residents and the immediate surrounding villages.  The majority of people from 
all villages travel to urban centres outside the district, such as Peterborough 
(59%), Stamford (9%) and Corby (5%). 

 
Pre-school childcare, nursery, playgroup and schools 
 

 Bus Car Walk 
Nursery/pre-school - 61% 41% 
Primary school 4% 48% 56% 
Secondary school 41% 33% 33% 

 
 

• Nursery/pre-school:  
The majority of people using nursery facilities are in the larger villages of 
Oundle, King’s Cliffe, Warmington and Nassington.  For the majority of the 
smaller villages this service is not required to the same level.  This is mainly 
due to fewer preschool children living in the smaller settlements, compared to 
the larger villages. 
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• Primary school:  
Primary schools are available in Oundle, Kings Cliffe, Warmington, Nassington 
and Glapthorn, as shown in the map below.  Oundle provides more school 
places and therefore attracts the majority of people using primary schools.  
This includes Oundle’s own population and attracts the most number of people 
from other villages, which is followed by King’s Cliffe.  Stamford, which is 
outside the district, is also used by residents of smaller study villages. 

 
• Secondary school: 

Most children (71%) in the case study villages go to Oundle for secondary 
education, with 12% attending school in King’s Cliffe and other residents 
attending secondary schools outside the district, including Stamford and 
Peterborough.  These are the only two secondary schools available in the case 
study area.  Children are more likely to walk in Oundle, with 73% walking to 
school.   

 
  

Primary school (Figure 11) 
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Banking, financial, professional services (Figure 12) 
 

 
 
• Oundle and Peterborough attract the most people for banking and professional 

services, with the average of 54% and 14% of people in the case study area 
using these settlements respectively.  Within Oundle itself 77% of the 
population use the village for these services. 

• Other villages that are used by its own resident’s include Kings Cliffe (45%), 
Warmington (40%) and Nassington (37%). 

• Stamford is also used for banking and professional services, with 8.5% of the 
study area travelling to Stamford, mainly attracting people from settlements in 
the north of the study area.  Corby was also identified as a centre used for 
these services. 

• A large percentage of people living in Oundle, Warmington, King’s Cliffe and 
Nassington walk to use these services, while residents of smaller villages are 
more likely to drive (over 85%). 
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Leisure, recreational, community hall 
 
Leisure/recreation - travel to Oundle (Figure 13) 
 

 
 
Leisure/recreation - travel to case study villages (except Oundle) (Figure 14) 
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• Residents from all villages, except Deene, travel to Oundle for leisure or 
recreational purposes, defined for the purpose of this study as the use of sport, 
recreational and community hall facilities.  43% of Oundle’s residents use 
Oundle for leisure and recreation, as shown on the map above. 

• A high percentage of Kings Cliffe’s residents identified their home village as a 
destination for leisure or recreation.  There were a number of residents from 
other villages that travel to Kings Cliffe, though not on the same scale as 
people travelling to Oundle. 

• People from smaller villages are more likely to use their home villages for 
leisure and recreation, than any other service or facility surveyed for this 
project.  The map above indicates the percentage of respondents who use 
leisure or recreational facilities in their home village. 

• Outside the case study area, Peterborough and Stamford favoured high in 
destinations travelled to for recreational purposes. 

 
Natural environment recreation 
 

• There are a few key places that attract almost a third of people for outdoor 
leisure activities, such as going for a walk, bike ride, bird watching and 
painting: Barnwell Country Park, surrounding countryside local to each 
resident’s village and Oundle.  The remaining respondents provided a long list 
of places they use for outdoor recreational activities, most of which are located 
within the case study area.  The top activities using the natural environment 
occur between 1 and 10 times a month, and include: 

o Walk/walking dog 
o Cycling 
o Bird watching/wildlife 
o Children’s play area 
o Horse riding 
o Running 
o Painting/drawing 
o Fishing. 

 
Socialising 
 

• The travel pattern for socialising (defined as meeting friends or relatives) is 
similar to leisure travel patterns, however, many people travel to multiple 
places to socialise, which makes the travel pattern more complex.  Oundle 
(46%), Warmington (24%), King’s Cliffe (22%) and Nassington (20%) residents 
socialise in their home settlement and therefore more likely to walk.  Other 
village residents were more likely travel outside the village to meet friends and 
family and therefore travel by car.  
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Healthcare, doctors 
 
Healthcare, doctors – travel to Oundle (Figure 15) 
 

 
 
Healthcare, doctors – travel to King’s Cliffe (Figure 16) 
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• Travel patterns to health care centres and doctors surgeries reflect the 
services available in Oundle (63%), Wansford (21%), King’s Cliffe (9%) and 
Corby (2%).  The maps above show the percentage of people who live and 
obtain healthcare in the same settlements:  Oundle (91%) and Kings Cliffe 
(63%).  As expected, car travel is lower in Oundle and King’s Cliffe, while in 
smaller villages most people use a car.  People living in Warmington, 
Upper/Lower Benefield and Oundle are more likely to use the bus, than in 
other villages.  A very small percentage of people from a limited number of 
villages use a taxi or bike. 

 
Difficulty in access and transport to services and facilities 

 
6.23 Each resident was asked to rate the ease or difficulty experienced in accessing 

particular services.  Where residents experienced difficulty in accessing a service this 
has been identified in the table below.  There is no clear difference between the 
difficulties in accessing services between the larger and smaller settlements, which 
may have been expected.  In all sizes of settlements, there are residents who 
experience difficulty in accessing many of these services.  Residents expressed a 
number of reasons: 

 
• Lack of transport 
• Lack of parking 
• No local branch 
• Inconvenient opening hours. 

 
Residents experiencing difficulty ( ) in accessing services/facilities 
 

 Healthcare Banks Post 
offices 

Food 
shops 

Schools Libraries Work Friends/ 
family 

Oundle         
King’s Cliffe         
Nassington          
Warmington         
Woodnewton         
Yarwell         
Apethorpe         
Bulwick         
Deenethorpe         
Blatherwycke         
Deene         
Fotheringhay         
Southwick         
Glapthorn         
Cotterstock         
Tansor         
Upper/Lower 
Benefield 

        

 
 
 Affordable housing 
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6.24 Residents were asked to rate the availability of affordable housing in their village, from 
a scale of ‘very good’ to ‘very poor’.  In total 31% of residents indicated that the supply 
of affordable housing was either ‘very poor’ or ‘poor’.  For all villages availability of 
affordable housing was identified as an issue, as indicated by the high percentage of 
people from all villages, particularly in Blatherwycke, Deene and Fotheringhay.  Even 
so, the remaining residents of other villages feature this at the top of the list, in relation 
to rural local need. 

 
 
 
 Resident’s view on availability of affordable housing 
 

% of residents who view 
issues of availability of 
affordable housing as 
‘very poor’ or ‘poor’ 

Blatherwycke 66% 
Deene 50% 
Fotheringhay 50% 
Apethorpe 41% 
Woodnewton 35% 
Glapthorn 34% 
Oundle 31% 
King’s Cliffe 30% 
Nassington  30% 
Cotterstock 28% 
Southwick 27% 
Bulwick 26% 
Warmington 25% 
Upper/Lower Benefield 25% 
Deenethorpe 24% 
Yarwell 16% 
Tansor 11% 
Average 31% 

 
 
Other survey findings: 

 
 Involvement in the local community 
 
6.25 Residents were asked to what extent they felt their family are involved with the local 

community or civic group, as detailed below: 
 
 Respondent Partner Children 
Very involved 17% 13% 7% 
Not very involved 24% 18% 6% 
Quite involved 30% 22% 13% 
Not at all involved 22% 16% 9% 

 
 

Attachment to settlement and district 
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6.26 Nearly half of households (49%) have lived at their current address between 5 and 10 
years.  67% have lived in the district for 10 years or more and a similar percentage 
anticipate staying in the district for at least another 10 years, indicating that there are 
strong ties with the area.  

 
Cross boundary findings 

 
6.27 This project has analysed, primarily, the relationships between the case study villages, 

however, there are important links with other settlements outside the research area.  
Key relationships include: 

 
• Larger urban areas, particularly Peterborough, which attracts a large 

percentage of residents from the majority of case study villages, especially the 
villages to the east of the study area.  There are other larger centres that 
attract residents for work and use of services, including Corby, Kettering and 
Stamford. 

• There are smaller settlements outside the study area and district boundary that 
residents visit to use services and facilities, such as health facilities and for 
convenience shopping, such as Wansford and Weldon.  Although their rural 
hinterland covers a smaller area than the larger urban centres. 

 
Feelings about development 
 

6.28 Each resident informed the project of changes that have been made in their village 
over the last 10 years, that have made a significant difference to their life.  They were 
also asked whether it made life in the village better or worse, as listed below: 

 
Changes in villages that have made life better for residents in the last 10 years: 
 

• More housing (including affordable) 
• Village hall 
• Recycling 
• Supermarket 
• Bus service 
• By pass 
• Play area 
• CCTV 
• Traffic calming 
• Improved doctors 
• Mains drainage 
• Village pub 
• Market 
• Good local shop 
• More families/young people 
• Improved schools. 

 
Changes in villages that have made life worse for residents in the last 10 years 

 
• Too much house building 
• Traffic 
• Poor parking 
• Shop closure 
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• Lack of affordable housing 
• Landfill 
• Anti-social behaviour 
• Post office closure 
• Loss of service 
• Poor public transport 
• School closure. 

 
6.29 The above lists supplies an indication to the type of development that has made living 

in the area better or worse for groups of residents.  The issues are often consistent 
between settlements, although the combination and level vary between them slightly.  
The main difference of opinion is on the development of new housing in rural 
settlements.  Some residents support housing, especially affordable housing, while 
others indicate they would oppose any future development in their village.  However, 
the feelings against development are not as strong as could be perceived, and 
residents are more concerned about the form of development if it takes place, i.e. 
ensuring good design/local materials are used, retaining village/countryside character 
and building to the right scale. 

 
 Future development 
 
6.30 Residents were asked to state what type of future development, if any, would be 

beneficial to the village and why.  Respondents from all settlements highlighted that 
the listed developments below would be beneficial to their village.   The percentage is 
an average of all people surveyed. 

 
• Affordable housing (35%): all villages 
• Youth/children’s facilities (35%): all villages, except Blatherwycke and Deene 
• Public community transport (32%): all villages 
• Retail/shop/post office (30%): all villages 
• Employment opportunities (16%): more important to 4 larger settlements & 

Woodnewton. 
 

Taking the survey results forward 
 
6.31 The survey has identified issues and local needs from residents living in the study 

area, as well as settlement relationships from people’s movements.  Chapter 7 takes 
forward the findings of the resident survey and categorises the settlement roles and 
relationships. 
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7 Roles and relationships of case study settlements 
 
7.1 Rural areas across the case study area are extremely diverse, therefore devising one 

approach for rural planning in East Northamptonshire would not be appropriate.  A 
range of variables influence a settlements role and its relationship with others. Roles 
and relationships are complex, but dependent on geography, accessibility, size and 
the types of functions provided.  

 
7.2 Findings from Land Use Consultant’s work1 concluded that no individual rural 

settlement actually performed a service centre role, providing the complete range of 
services and facilities for their surrounding villages.  However, the work identified that 
certain settlements did provide a function for some services, particularly those 
settlements that were more remote from larger urban areas.  Results from this project 
can support these conclusions and has gone further in categorising settlement 
functionality and identifying relationships. 

 
7.3 Results from the resident survey have made it possible to define settlement roles, 

identify village networks, key service centres and their rural hinterlands.  This has 
been taken from people’s movement patterns, for employment, services and 
community facilities. It has been recognised that each settlement may perform a 
particular function in one or in several of the categories identified.  These functions 
and therefore relationships will vary for each settlement and type of service or facility.  
It is also important to stress that the different types of functions and relationships 
identified are working in parallel and integral to each other.  This is due to the 
complexity of people’s lives and diversity of rural areas.  The integral complexity of 
relationships and functions has been a key influence to the development of the 
sustainable policy framework. 

 
7.4 The findings from the survey indicated that two forms of need delivery were required, 

one for individual settlements large enough to meet their own needs and one for 
groups of smaller settlements where needs could be met collectively. The findings 
identified patterns in people’s movements, from which a settlement categorisation has 
been developed. The functions and relationships comprise a very complex and 
sophisticated web of movement, which is specific to this area and time.  For East 
Northamptonshire the patterns may vary over time, as life style, demographic and 
travel to work patterns change.   

 
7.5 The main categories result from mapping the ‘majority’ for people’s use of settlements 

and the movement between them, indicating their relationships.  There are exceptions 
to these categories, for example, there may be a service provided by a smaller 
settlement to people living in larger settlements, e.g. residents of Oundle (Rural 
Service Centre) travel to the smaller settlement for leisure and recreational purposes.  
Therefore, although it is possible to map the majority of people’s movement, it must be 
recognised that it is part of a very complex web of movements. 

 
7.6 The first findings drawn from the analysis relate to the issues of needs:  
 

• Providing for grouping of local need 
• Providing for individual need. 

 
 

                                                 
1  ‘The Role and Rural Settlements as Service Centres’ Land Use Consultants (Jan 2004) 
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 Providing for groupings of villages (collective need) 
 
7.7 The survey highlights that many needs and aspirations relating to rural villages are not 

being met.  For example, a high percentage of people from each case study village 
find it difficult to access certain services and/or affordable housing.   Where a facility is 
not being provided by an individual village, the surrounding service centres, by a 
network of villages or the larger urban areas, it may be possible to deliver local needs 
by providing for a grouping of villages.  In some instances it may be more sustainable 
to provide a facility or affordable housing in a smaller village, where villages do not 
necessarily work in a network, but may be geographically close to each other. 

 
7.8 For certain issues and needs it could be more sustainable to develop in a smaller 

village, to maintain the sustainability of a grouping of villages, to support a local shop, 
public transport routes and/or supply affordable housing.  This supports the work 
being completed by the ACRE’s Rural Housing Enabler, the Council’s housing 
department and housing associations, who are currently assessing collective needs 
for affordable housing from a number of villages and seeking to deliver in one village 
location.   

 
7.9 When identifying a site for collective needs it is important to select the most 

sustainable location, relating to the sustainability framework outlined in chapter 4.  Site 
selection should be in the most sustainable location, in relation to environmental 
issues such as landscaping and environmental designations.  Certain villages will be 
restricted from any development due to environmental constraints and therefore the 
delivery for affordable housing through collective needs will ensure that families can 
live in close proximity to their home villages. 

 
7.10 The spatial elements of grouping village needs and delivering in one location, is 

outlined in the spatial policy framework.  This links to the recommendations outlined in 
the subject policy framework, which provides the criteria, for example, for affordable 
housing to ensure it is delivered for local need and in the most sustainable way.   

 
Providing for individual needs 

 
7.11 In addition to providing for groups of villages it is important that policy enables the 

requirement for individual settlement needs to be met. This requires the drawing 
together of the baseline information on settlement roles, functions and relationships 
and research into need deficiencies such as affordable housing. 

 
7.12 As outlined previously, the resident survey established that many individual needs are 

not being met.  Many of these needs, however, can be met by other delivery 
mechanisms, such as mobile services or flexible transport schemes.  Therefore it is 
important for planning policy to facilitate and support these delivery tools, wherever 
possible. 
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 Settlement Categorisation 
 
7.13 The key settlement roles and relationship categories drawn from this study are: 
 

Role Relationships 
‘Dependant Smaller Villages’ No relationship, or Network of villages 
‘Limited Local Service Centre’ Related rural hinterland 
Local Service Centre Related rural hinterland 
Other Service Centres  
(outside the case study area) 

Related rural hinterland 

Rural Service Centre Related rural hinterland 
Large Urban Centres Related rural hinterland 

 
7.14 Service centres with related rural hinterland in East Northamptonshire include:  

 
• Rural Service Centre - Oundle 
• Local Service Centre - Kings Cliffe 
• ‘Limited Local Service Centre’ - Warmington and Nassington 

 
 ‘Dependant’ smaller villages  

 
7.15 ‘Dependant’ villages are the smallest in population and primarily have a limited supply 

of individual services and community facilities that serve their own residents. The 
available services and facilities for each settlement are outlined in Appendix A.  
Smaller villages are mainly dependent on the five tiers of service centres above them, 
but form an integral part in all settlement relationships identified in this chapter.  
Compared to larger settlements, these villages also meet local needs through non-
planning tools, such as mobile services/facilities and flexible public transport schemes.  
However some villages are used to a limited extent by residents of neighbouring 
villages. Due to their general dependence on other settlements for employment, 
services and facilities it is evident that most development would be viewed as 
unsustainable.  Therefore any development in smaller villages should concentrate on 
delivering for local need or help to retain existing services and facilities. 

 
 Network of villages 
 
7.16 As outlined above some villages have a limited relationship with others located close 

by. Networks have been defined as a network of settlements where there is no 
identified service centre or ‘dominant’ settlement for a particular service or facility, but 
a grouping/network of villages which have a recognised relationship with each other. 
Networks exist where the size of each settlement and flow of travel is equal or very 
similar between villages.  These settlements rely more on larger settlements for the 
majority of needs, such as work and key services, however there is a recognised 
relationship between a couple of settlement groups in the study area.  Networks could 
be explained by the geography of the area and close proximity of villages to each 
other.  Local level networks are different from the groupings of villages set out in the 
table in paragraph 7.28, which details service centres ranking and their related 
dependant settlements.   

 
7.17 The networks identified and facilities that link these settlements together within the 

study area are: 
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• Deene, Deenethorpe, Bulwick and Blatherwycke 
o Leisure and recreational activities  
o Use of the natural environment 

• Upper and Lower Benefield 
o Leisure and recreational activities  
o Use of the natural environment. 

 
7.18 Settlement networks, in the study area, are very weak and relate to limited facilities, 

such as leisure, recreational and social activities.  Therefore, this has not formed part 
of the recommended policy framework for the study area.  Although the networks are 
weak, these relationships have been identified and therefore it is essential, when 
establishing an understanding of an area for planning policy and other areas of work, 
to acknowledge these relationships and build them into planning policy when 
necessary.  Although this approach has not been developed in the framework for the 
study area, it may be key to providing planning policy a framework, for a network of 
villages, in other rural parts of East Northamptonshire and rural England.   

 
Service centres and related rural hinterland 

 
7.19 Patterns have emerged from people’s movements and this, perhaps not surprisingly, 

relates to the number of services available in each settlement (as listed in Appendix 
A).  The survey results show that the more services and facilities a settlement has, the 
more these services are used by a larger number of people, travelling from a wider 
rural hinterland.  The greater number of facilities in a settlement also correlates to an 
increase in the number of people using them from the settlement’s own population.   

 
7.20 Regional policy has identified Oundle as a Rural Service Centre and King’s Cliffe as a 

possible Local Service Centre.  This project has looked to whether Oundle and King’s 
Cliffe act as a Rural Service Centre and Local Service Centre respectively, which 
previously has not been clearly defined.  This study has assessed the functions of all 
the case study settlements and analysed whether King’s Cliffe functions differently to 
Oundle and the remaining smaller settlements. 

 
7.21 Although other relationships have been established, which are outlined in the 

paragraphs above, the service centre and rural hinterland relationship is the strongest 
settlement relationship identified, that has been concluded from the findings of the 
resident survey and related research completed for this project.   
 
‘Limited Local Service Centre’ - Warmington and Nassington 

 
7.22 Warmington and Nassington are medium sized villages, with smaller populations 

compared to Oundle and King’s Cliffe, but larger than the remaining villages in the 
study area.  The two villages offer limited local services for their own population and a 
few surrounding villages.  The level of provision in services and facilities is not 
sufficient to label the two villages as Local Service Centres.  The number of people 
travelling to use these services is far less than the numbers recorded for King’s Cliffe 
and Oundle.  Warmington and Nassington perform more as ‘limited’ service centres, 
for their own population and extremely limited rural hinterland, for the following 
services: 

 
• Banking, financial, professional services 
• Leisure, recreational, community halls 
• Convenience food shopping 
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• Primary school. 
 
7.23 For other services residents of Warmington and Nassington are dependant on other 

larger service centres, in the same way as the remaining smaller villages.  Public 
transport is better in Warmington than in Nassington, which lies on the main bus route 
between Corby, Oundle and Peterborough.  This challenges the existing Local Plan 
hierarchy which places King’s Cliffe and Warmington on the same level, and then 
Nassington at a lower level of classification alongside other smaller villages, as shown 
in the table below.   

 
 King’s Cliffe – Local Service Centre 
 
7.24 Results of the resident survey confirms King’s Cliffe functions as a service centre, but 

not to the same scale as Oundle.  The Rural Strategy consultation and other 
strategies have recommended King’s Cliffe to be classed as a Local Service Centre.  
This study supports the classification due to the findings of the resident survey, which 
is outlined in paragraph 7.27.   

 
7.25 This study has been able to establish the main differences between Oundle and 

King’s Cliffe, but is unable to establish the actual ‘cut-off’ points between them.  The 
main differences between Oundle and King’s Cliffe, and therefore Rural Service 
Centre and Local Service Centre respectively, are: 

 
• Oundle provides a wider selection of services than King’s Cliffe, as outlined in 

Appendix A and this chapter, for their own population and related rural 
hinterlands.  

• Oundle has a wide rural hinterland, which attracts people for a large variety of 
services, while King’s Cliffe attracts a more limited rural hinterland for fewer 
services and facilities. 

• Both King’s Cliffe and Oundle provide a number of services/facilities for a 
substantial percentage of their own populations, but the percentage of 
populations using facilities and services in Oundle is much higher than in 
King’s Cliffe.   

 
7.26 King’s Cliffe’s function and relationship with it’s rural hinterland is detailed below:  

 
• Shopping:  

King’s Cliffe is significant for top-up/convenience shopping for its own 
population and to a limited rural hinterland.  It does not have a service role for 
main food or non-food shopping, which are served by Oundle, urban areas and 
nearby towns.   

• Work:  
King’s Cliffe is an employment centre for 14% of its own population, and also 
to a limited immediate rural hinterland.  Other residents live very different 
‘work’ and ‘service’ lives, where journeys to work can be longer and far more 
dispersed.  A higher percentage of people work from home, in King’s Cliffe, 
compared to the larger Rural Service Centre of Oundle. 

• Access:  
The car is the dominant form of transport, whereas the level of bus use is 
extremely low.  Public transport schemes are available in the area for people 
with specific needs, such as for hospital visits. 
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• Health and education:  
Healthcare and education are both key services available in King’s Cliffe, 
which have a considerable percentage of use by King’s Cliffe’s own population 
and a small rural hinterland.  

• Leisure, recreation and socialising:  
For the population of King’s Cliffe, the village is more important for leisure and 
recreational activities than for socalising.  King’s Cliffe is equally important to 
people living in surrounding villages, for leisure activities and socialising. 

• Banking, finance and professional services:  
Banking and professional services are key services available in King’s Cliffe, 
which has a high percentage (45%) of use by King’s Cliffe’s own population 
and by a small rural hinterland.  

 
 Oundle - Rural Service Centre  
 
7.27 Oundle provides a wide range of services, community facilities, main food shopping 

and employment opportunities, for residents of Oundle and to all of the case study 
villages.  The resident survey has concluded that all the case study villages form part 
of Oundle’s rural hinterland.  This supports the conclusions that the more 
services/facilities provided in a settlement, then the more people are attracted from a 
wider geographical area.  The settlement is limited in its service centre role in 
providing certain services, such as non-food shopping, as it is unable to compete with 
the larger urban centres, such as Peterborough, which are outside the district.     

 
7.28 The list below sets out Oundle’s role for the purpose of planning policy, from people’s 

use and movement between Oundle and other settlements, taken from the resident 
survey.  From this it can be concluded the settlement does act as a Rural Service 
Centre, as it provides services/facilities for its own population and a wide rural 
hinterland.  This list has been used in the development of the spatial policy framework 
for Oundle, as detailed in paragraph 8.??.  Oundle’s function is detailed below:   
 

• Shopping:  
Oundle is extremely significant for top-up/convenience shopping for its own 
population and to the rural hinterland.  To a lesser extent Oundle is a centre for 
main food shopping, to both its own population and a smaller rural hinterland. 
For non-food shopping, urban areas and nearby towns compete strongly, 
though Oundle provides a limited service to mainly its own population.  There 
is a strong link between Oundle and its rural hinterland, though the degree of 
pull and the expanse of the rural hinterland that it attracts, varies between 
services.   

• Work:  
Oundle is important as an employment centre, for almost 30% of its own 
population, and a wide rural hinterland.  However, residents who do not work 
in Oundle produce very different ‘work’ patterns, where journeys to work can 
be longer and more dispersed.   

• Access:  
The dominant forms of transport are car travel and walking, whereas the level 
of bus use is extremely low. 

• Health and education:  
Healthcare and education are both key services available in Oundle, which 
have a high percentage of use by Oundle’s own population and the extensive 
rural hinterland.  
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• Leisure, recreation and socialising:  
For its own population, Oundle is just as important for socialising as it is for 
other leisure and recreational activities.  Although in surrounding villages 
Oundle is more important for leisure activities, than for socialising. 

• Banking, finance and professional services:  
Banking, finance and professional services are key services in Oundle to a 
large number of people in the settlement, and to a lesser extent to the 
immediate rural hinterland. 

 
 Other service centres outside the case study area 
 
7.29 Smaller service centres outside the study area have been identified by this study, 

such as Wansford and to a lesser extent Weldon, mainly for health care services.  
This emphasises the requirement to plan across district boundaries, which links into 
the work being completed by existing partnerships, such as the Welland Partnership 
and North Northants Together.   
 
Large urban centres  
 

7.30 Large urban centres outside the district act as strong service providers for 
employment, main food shopping and non food shopping.  A large percentage of 
residents from the study area travel to Peterborough for work and services, which has 
the strongest pull for residents from all study settlements, though villages to the west 
are just as likely to use Corby, Kettering and Stamford.  Travelling to large urban 
centres relies on a high level of car travel, though there is limited use by bus between 
Corby, Upper Benefield, Lower Benefield, Oundle, Warmington to Peterborough.   
 
Ranking of service centres  

 
7.31 From the analysis of the case study village’s roles and relationships, the service 

centres can be ranked, as detailed in the table below.  Ranking relates to the number 
of people who use services and facilities in a specified service centre and the number 
of services available. The highest rank has the largest number of people, using the 
largest number of services/facilities in that particular service centre.  Generally, the 
higher the rank relates to the rural hinterland covering a wider geographical area.  The 
table below outlines the ranking of service centres and related rural hinterland in the 
study area.   

 
Ranking Service centres 

 
Rural hinterland  

1 Oundle All case study villages 
 

2 King’s Cliffe Blatherwycke, Bulwick, Glapthorn, 
Apethorpe, Woodnewton, Nassington, 
Yarwell, Fotheringhay 
 

3 Warmington Fotheringhay, Tansor 
 

3 Nassington Yarwell, Warmington, Fotheringhay, 
Woodnewton 
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7.32 As tabulated in paragraph 3.12, the existing Local Plan has outlined a hierarchy of 
settlements.  Although this report is unable to state how the hierarchy has been 
established, it is possible that the hierarchy is based on environmental constraints, 
although this can not be confirmed.  The above ranking is based on the level of 
service/facility use within a settlement and its relationship with other settlements.  It 
can not confirm that an amendment to the local plan hierarchy should be made at this 
stage, as further baseline information, such as environmental constraint mapping is 
required for the forthcoming Local Development Document.  Integrating baseline 
information will inform the most sustainable ‘ranking’ of settlements for the Plan.  
However, this project does suggest that the above ranking of service centres is built 
into the development of planning policy.  Hence, the ranking has been used for the 
development of the spatial policy framework, which is detailed in chapter 8.     

 
 Way forward 
 
7.33 This chapter and Appendix A has defined settlement roles/relationships and the 

current facilities available in each village, identified from the resident survey and other 
sources of baseline information. Chapter 8 builds upon this information to develop a 
framework for sustainable rural planning policies, to ensure the right type of 
development takes place at the appropriate scale, location and design.  This is to 
ensure that the most sustainable approach to spatial rural planning is undertaken, to 
deliver sustainable communities. 
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8 Framework for integrated sustainable rural policies  
 
8.1 As previous research has established, rural planning to date has not been effective in 

delivering sustainable rural communities and therefore a different approach in 
planning policy is required.  It has been recognised that there is no single ‘one size fits 
all’ method suitable for rural areas.   

 
8.2 It is essential for planning to look at the needs and aspirations of the community and 

provide policies that are outcome led.  Policies should deliver sustainable outcomes in 
terms of a win-win-win situation for the rural economy, social equality, environmental 
issues and use of natural resources.  Planning’s role is to deliver sustainable 
communities, through a better understanding of local issues and needs specific to the 
Plan area, which includes understanding settlement roles and the relationships 
between them.   

 
8.3 Although this project has developed a framework more specifically to social and 

economic policies, it has been essential to recognise the importance of working within 
the context of a sustainability framework, as outlined in chapter 4.  It has not been the 
remit of this project to study in detail environmental, recreation, tourism or farm 
diversification policy.  Therefore East Northamptonshire’s planning policy department 
will need to ensure that these elements of sustainability are integrated into final Local 
Development Document policies.   
 

8.4 East Northamptonshire planning policy department will need to strengthen partnership 
working with other organisations and their strategies, when establishing and delivering 
for local needs and aspirations.  Numerous organisations and charities work at a more 
local and flexible level than planning policy, such as the work being completed by the 
Rural Housing Enabler and community transport schemes.  Planning has a 
responsibility to enable and promote these flexible approaches in delivery.  For 
example, it may not be for planning policy alone to identify the required tenure of 
affordable housing or identify all development locations for affordable housing.  
Planning can go so far as to provide a framework to make sure the right type of 
development, of the right design and scale is built in the right locations.  It is then for 
the joint working of the Rural Housing Enabler, housing department, local community, 
housing associations and the planning department to work in partnership.  Together 
they can deliver the right tenure and secure the most sustainable location, by using 
both the policy framework and other non-planning tools.  

 
8.5 By engaging with other partners, this will enable and support the work being 

completed by other mechanisms, which are seeking to deliver for similar needs and 
aspirations.  Partnership working should be viewed as a planning tool, which is 
integral to the framework for sustainable rural planning policies outlined below. 

 
Framework for sustainable rural planning policy  

 
8.6 This study has categorised settlement roles and the relationships between these 

settlements for the study area, as outlined in chapter 7.  In establishing these 
settlement categories it has been possible to inform policy on what type of 
development should occur in specific types of settlements.  This has been achieved 
by creating a spatial policy framework for different settlement types, relating 
specifically to how people use services and facilities.   
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8.7 A subject policy framework has been created relating to the development and use of 
settlements.  This information has been derived from both the resident survey and 
other base information collated for this study.  It provides a criteria framework for 
delivering the spatial policy framework in the most sustainable way, therefore the 
subject policy criteria is an integral part in using the spatial policy framework.  The 
subject policy framework relates to settlement functions, such as provision of 
affordable housing, employment, services and accessibility.   
 

8.8 The key policy framework developed for the case study area includes: 
 

• Spatial Policy Framework 
 
• Subject Policy Framework: 

 
o Community/Social 

 Creating Sustainable Communities 
 Affordable Housing 
 Access/Transport 
 Facilities/Services 

o Employment Generating Development 
 General framework 

o Environment  
 Design and scale 

 
• Partnership Working and Community Involvement Framework 

 
 

SPATIAL POLICY FRAMEWORK 
 
8.9 The Entec2 report outlines that current rural planning policy of directing development 

to larger settlements is not sufficient in creating sustainable communities in rural 
areas.  This is a statement largely agreed with by this study, however, it must be 
recognised that Rural Service Centres and Local Services Centres are more 
sustainable than the smaller villages and therefore should take the majority of 
development.  They often provide more services and facilities, employment and 
housing opportunities, and therefore better chances of using sustainable transport 
such as walking.  Therefore this report supports sub-regional policy in that key 
development should go to larger settlements.    

 
8.10 However, it is recognised that there is a complex system of roles and relationships, 

which is not just dependant on service centres such as Oundle and King’s Cliffe.  It 
has been established that there are identified needs can be met in smaller 
settlements, but these require delivery in the most sustainable locations.  The spatial 
strategy framework provides a guide to the types of development that could be 
permitted in the smaller settlements of the case study area, to maximise the creation 
of sustainable rural communities.   

 
8.11 The spatial policy framework, which relates to settlement categories, has been 

developed to provide a ‘balanced’ pattern of development across the study area, as 
identified in the DTZ Pieda Consulting report3.  This means all settlement types have 
been identified as meeting the requirements of certain types of needs.  In providing a 

                                                 
2  ‘North Northamptonshire Market Towns & Rural Regeneration’ Entec (May 2004) 
3  ‘East Northamptonshire Capacity Assessment’ DTZ Pieda Consulting (March 2004) 
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more ‘balanced’ approach to development it allows the needs and aspirations for 
everyone in the case study area, to be addressed.  Therefore in establishing what key 
development should go to service centres, it has then been important to establish the 
types of development that can be permitted in smaller settlements.  This is to create 
sustainable communities in all rural settlements, by ensuring that the right type, design 
and scale of development is directed to the right location.   

 
8.12 The spatial policy framework for the case study area is outlined below: 
 

National, regional and sub-regional planning policy 
 

• The spatial policy framework needs to reflect and deliver within the national, 
regional and sub-regional policy context.   

• The Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub Regional Strategy identifies a 
hierarchy of growth and targets where: 

o Majority of development should be outside the case study area within 
Northampton, then Corby, Kettering and Wellingborough 

o Further development should then be directed to the Rural Service 
Centre of Oundle, and thereafter in Local Service Centre of King’s 
Cliffe 

o Rural areas should concentrate on meeting local housing needs and 
support the retention of basic services and facilities. 

 
Service centres and related rural hinterland 

 
Service centre 
 

Rural hinterland  

Oundle Apethorpe, Blatherwycke, Bulwick, Cotterstock, Deene, 
Deenethorpe, Fotheringhay, Glapthorn, King’s Cliffe, 
Lower Benefield, Nassington, Southwick, Tansor, Upper 
Benefield, Warmington, Woodnewton, Yarwell 
 

King’s Cliffe Apethorpe, Blatherwycke, Bulwick, Fotheringhay, 
Glapthorn, Nassington, Woodnewton, Yarwell,  
 

Warmington Fotheringhay, Tansor 
 

Nassington Fotheringhay, Warmington, Woodnewton, Yarwell 
 

 
 

Rural Service Centre – Oundle 
 

8.13 Oundle is a Rural Service Centre and provides a wide range of employment 
opportunities, services, community, recreational and main shopping facilities, for 
residents of Oundle and a wide rural hinterland.  Oundle’s role is to provide beyond 
‘local needs’.  Key development in rural parts of the study area should be focused in 
Oundle (Rural Service Centre) and thereafter in King’s Cliffe (Local Service Centre). 

 
8.14 Definition of key development for Oundle includes:  
 

• Housing:  
o Both market and affordable housing for local need 
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• Employment opportunities: 
o New build and provision for extending existing businesses 

• Retail: 
o New build and provision for convenience stores, main food and non-

food shopping facilities 
• Banking, finance and professional services  

o New build and provision for extending existing businesses 
• Services and community facilities:  

o New build and provision for extending existing services and community 
facilities 

o Sports, leisure and recreation 
• Health and education:  

o New build and provision for extending existing services. 
 
8.15 The framework relating to each of the development types listed above is detailed in 

the subject policy framework outlined later in this chapter.  The subject policy 
framework needs to be used in conjunction with the spatial policy framework.  The 
subject policy framework also provides criteria for the scale and design of 
development, as well as details on community involvement and partnership working.  
All of these elements need to be integrated with the spatial policy framework, to 
ensure the delivery of robust sustainable development. 

 
8.16 The framework outlined in the bullet points below supplies a spatial framework specific 

to Oundle:  
 

• Oundle should accommodate new development in or near to the service 
centre, where housing (including affordable), employment opportunities, 
services and community facilities can be provided close together, where they 
could provide growth beyond local needs.   

• The importance of walking in Oundle should be recognised and incorporated 
into the spatial design of developments. 

• Development should support flexible public transport schemes from Oundle’s 
rural hinterland, in supplying access to essential services, which is more likely 
to have a role in addressing social exclusion.  

 
Local Service Centres – King’s Cliffe 
 

8.17 King’s Cliffe is a Local Service Centre and provides a limited range of employment 
opportunities, services, community, recreational and convenience shopping facilities, 
for residents of King’s Cliffe and has a limited rural hinterland.  King’s Cliffe’s role is to 
provide beyond ‘local needs’.  Key development in rural parts of the study area should 
be focused in Oundle and thereafter King’s Cliffe. 

 
8.18 Definition key development for King’s Cliffe includes: 
 

• Housing:  
o Both market and affordable housing for local need 

• Employment opportunities: 
o New build and provision for extending existing businesses 

• Retail: 
o New build and provision for extending existing convenience stores  

• Banking, finance and professional services  
o New build and provision for extending existing businesses 
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• Services and community facilities:  
o New build and provision for extending existing services and community 

facilities 
• Health and education:  

o New build and provision for extending existing services. 
 

8.19 The framework relating to each of the development types listed above is detailed in 
the subject policy framework outlined later in this chapter.  The subject policy 
framework needs to be used in conjunction with the spatial policy framework.  The 
subject policy framework also provides criteria for the scale and design of 
development, as well as details on community involvement and partnership working.  
All of these elements need to be considered, along with the spatial policy framework, 
to ensure the delivery of robust sustainable development.   

 
8.20 The framework outlined in the bullet points below supplies a spatial framework specific 

to King’s Cliffe:  
 

• King’s Cliffe should accommodate new development in or near to the village 
where housing (including affordable), employment opportunities, services and 
community facilities can be provided close together where they can provide 
growth beyond limited local needs.  

• The importance of walking in King’s Cliffe should be recognised and 
incorporated into the spatial design of developments. 

• Development should support flexible public transport to King’s Cliffe’s rural 
hinterland, which is more likely to have a role in addressing social exclusion, to 
improve access to essential services.  

 
 ‘Limited Local Service Centre’ - Warmington and Nassington 
 

8.21 Warmington and Nassington can be ranked on the same level in relation to settlement 
function and their relationships with the surrounding rural hinterland.  They perform as 
‘limited local service centres’ for a small percentage of their own populations and very 
limited rural hinterland.  Development in Warmington and Nassington should help to 
retain existing services and provide for local need. 

 
8.22 Definition of development for Warmington and Nassington includes:  
 

• Housing:  
o Affordable housing for local need 

• Employment opportunities: 
o Provision for extending existing businesses 

• Retail: 
o New build and provision for extending existing convenience stores  

• Banking, finance and professional services  
o New build and provision for extending existing businesses 

• Services and community facilities:  
o New build and provision for extending existing services and community 

facilities 
• Health and education:  

o Provision for extending existing services. 
 
8.23 The framework relating to each of the development types listed above is detailed in 

the subject policy framework outlined later in this chapter.  The subject policy 
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framework needs to be used in conjunction with the spatial policy framework.  The 
subject policy framework also provides criteria for the scale and design of 
development, as well as details on community involvement and partnership working.  
All of these elements need to be considered, along with the spatial policy framework, 
to ensure the delivery of robust sustainable development.   

 
8.24 The framework outlined in the bullet points below supplies a spatial framework specific 

to Warmington and Nassington:  
 

• Warmington and Nassington should accommodate new development in or 
near to the service centre, where affordable housing, service and community 
facilities can be provided close together. 

 
Development in rural areas of the study area in East Northamptonshire 

 
8.25 Within the case study area, the remaining ‘dependant’ villages do not provide services 

and facilities for their own populations, where residents from smaller villages rely on 
the 4 service centres listed above and other larger urban centres, for the majority of 
services, facilities and employment.  Therefore any proposals for these villages should 
be restrictive as it is viewed as unsustainable to develop in these settlements.  
However, these settlements have a limited amount of services/ facilities and 
employment (as listed in Appendix A), and have high levels of affordable housing 
need.  Planning policy therefore needs to help retain these services wherever possible 
and help deliver affordable housing to those in need, by directing certain types of 
development to carefully chosen smaller villages.   

 
8.26 Definition of development for rural areas includes:  
 

• Housing:  
o Affordable housing for local need 

• Employment opportunities: 
o Extending existing businesses 

• Retail: 
o Extending existing convenience stores  

• Banking, finance and professional services  
o Extending existing businesses 

• Services and community facilities:  
o New build and provision for extending existing services and community 

facilities 
• Health and education:  

o Extending existing services. 
 
8.27 The framework relating to each of the development types listed above is detailed in 

the subject policy framework outlined later in this chapter.  The subject policy 
framework needs to be used in conjunction with the spatial policy framework.  The 
subject policy framework also provides criteria for the scale and design of 
development, as well as details on community involvement and partnership working.  
All of these elements need to be considered, along with the spatial policy framework, 
to ensure the delivery of robust sustainable development.   

 
8.28 The framework outlined in the bullet points below supplies a spatial framework specific 

to rural areas:  
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• Rural areas should accommodate new development in or near to the service 
centre, to supply affordable housing and help to retain local services and 
facilities. 

• Development should be directed to villages that support flexible and/or fixed 
public transport services, which link these villages to their related service 
centres. 

• Development in these villages should support, retain or improve the 
sustainability of each settlement, incorporating the full sustainability framework 
as outlined in chapter 4 of this report.   

• Currently all villages in the case study area have specified a ‘local need’ for 
affordable housing.  Pending collation of other baseline information for the 
Local Development Framework, such as environmental mapping and specific 
local housing need, assess the possibility of allocating sites solely for 
affordable housing, to deliver sufficient affordable housing in smaller 
rural communities. 

 
Network of settlements 
 

8.29 As detailed in paragraph 7.8, within a network of settlements there is not necessarily 
an identified service centre or ‘dominant’ settlement for a particular service or facility, 
but a group of villages which have a recognised relationship with each other.  The 
networks identified and facilities that link these settlements together within the study 
area are: 

 
• Deene, Deenethorpe, Bulwick, Blatherwycke 

o Leisure and recreational activities  
o Use of the natural environment 

• Upper and Lower Benefield 
o Leisure and recreational activities  
o Use of the natural environment. 

 
8.30 For the case study area this type of settlement relationship is recognised as extremely 

weak and therefore should not be used within East Northamptonshire’s planning 
policy framework.  However, in other rural areas of England this type of categorisation 
could be used, for example, there could be a rural post office or school that supports 
the network of settlements, where there is no service centre or ‘dominant’ settlement.  
In this case development could be permitted in a rural settlement if a local need, for 
example affordable housing, was identified and it supported the relevant rural 
service/facility.   

 
 Plan for collective local needs   
 
8.31 In the study area many aspirations and needs of residents are not being met, such as 

affordable housing, public transport and access to services and facilities.  These 
services are not being provided by their own village, service centres, a network of 
villages or larger urban areas. 

 
8.32 For particular needs, especially affordable housing, it could be more sustainable to 

develop in a smaller village, to maintain the sustainability of a village or collection of 
villages.  Where one village may be environmentally constrained, this allows residents 
of these villages to have certain needs to be met in neighbouring villages, that may 
have the capacity to deliver for their needs.  
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8.33 A collection of individual needs may inform the planning process that extra services 
need to be supplied, transport links need to be improved or affordable housing is 
required.  Therefore it is seen as imperative to plan at this level, for example, 
affordable housing is required in all the case study villages and therefore sites should 
collectively serve a group of individual needs across a specified rural area, 
incorporating a number of villages.   

 
8.34 Specific to all the study villages, which could be delivered through further assessment 

of collective local needs include:  
 

• Affordable housing 
• Public transport 
• Access to services and facilities. 

 
8.35 Further assessment needs to be completed to ensure that collective need is delivered 

in the right place.  For each of the items above this needs to link into the continuing 
work of the different partners involved in delivering these outcomes.  E.g. for 
affordable housing further work is currently being completed by the Rural Housing 
Enabler, housing association, Council housing department, who are all working with 
local communities to deliver affordable housing in rural locations for collective need.  
The collective needs spatial policy framework is integral to the community involvement 
and partnership working framework outlined in this chapter.   

 
8.36 The framework relating to each of the development types listed above is detailed in 

the subject policy framework outlined later in this chapter.  The subject policy 
framework also needs to be used in conjunction with the spatial policy framework.  
The subject policy framework also provides criteria for the scale and design of 
development, as well as details on community involvement and partnership working.  
All of these elements need to be considered, along with the spatial policy framework, 
to ensure the delivery of robust sustainable development.   

 
8.37 Further criteria for delivering for collective local needs includes: 
 

• Pending collation of other baseline information for the Local Development 
Framework, such as environmental mapping and specific local housing need, 
assess the possibility of allocating sites solely for affordable housing, to deliver 
sufficient affordable housing in smaller rural communities 

• Development should support and enable projects and organisations that 
provide services and facilities for disadvantaged groups, to improve access to 
jobs, affordable housing, local services and community facilities 

• The actual specific location within the case study villages can not be specified 
at this present time, but it essential that the location relates to other 
sustainability issues, as outlined in chapter 4, and which relate to supporting 
existing services/facilities, environmental considerations, close proximity and 
relationships people have with the different settlements. 

 
Rural Service Spine  
 

8.38 The Entec4 report recommends that consideration should be given to developing the 
concept of a ‘Rural Service Spine’ extending from Raunds, generally along the Nene 
Valley and through Oundle to King’s Cliffe.  The idea is that within this area priority 

                                                 
4  ‘North Northamptonshire Market Towns & Rural Regeneration’ Entec (May 2004) 
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should be given to enhancing access and connections with rural villages, by 
concentrating development at the Rural and Local Service Centres and improving 
public transport which is currently poor.  

 
8.39 This project agrees with the principle of concentrating key development in Oundle and 

King’s Cliffe, which is in line with regional policy.  As indicated by the resident survey, 
the amount of travel to Oundle and King’s Cliffe, as service centres, is considerable 
for the study villages.  Residents of these smaller villages have also indicated a high 
level of problems in accessing services and facilities.  Therefore it is seen as 
imperative to improve public transport from these service centres to other settlements 
in the case study area. 

 
8.40 Currently, however, the bus provision and timetables do not encourage use of public 

transport.  The issue of encouraging people to use public transport is a wider issue, 
but one that must be addressed to increase the sustainability of the area.  Planning 
will need to play a part in the delivery of public transport that people want to use, but 
this will also be part of a wider partnership working.   

 
 

FRAMEWORK FOR SUBJECT POLICIES, PARTNERSHIP WORKING AND 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

 
8.41 The sections below outline the subject based policy framework, which relates to 

settlement function, such as the provision of affordable housing, employment, services 
and accessibility.  This section also outlines criteria for partnership working and 
community involvement.  These specifically relate to the study area and results of this 
project.  This framework is the result of the research completed for this study, as well 
as working with the Stakeholder Group and resident survey results.  As detailed in the 
spatial policy strategy above, the subject policy framework is integral to the spatial 
policy, to ensure sustainable communities are delivered in the case study area. 

 
 

SOCIAL EQUALITY FOR ALL 
 

National Government Planning Policy Statement 1 objective: 
• Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone. 

 
East Northamptonshire Rural Strategy priority: 

• Tackling rural social exclusion wherever it occurs and providing fair access to 
services and opportunities for all rural people. 

 
Creating sustainable communities policy framework: 
 

• Development in service centres, identified in the Spatial Policy Framework, 
should contribute to creating a sustainable community for their own residents 
and surrounding rural hinterland.   

• Sustainable communities should be maintained and enhanced by providing an 
integrated approach to delivery of housing, employment and provision of local 
services and facilities, while enhancing the environment. 

• Planning policy should be flexible and recognise the differences between 
areas and villages.  Wherever possible planning policy should support and 
enable flexible schemes, such as, mobile shops and libraries that serve a 
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number of villages, community transport schemes that serve specific needs 
and not necessarily to a fixed timetable. 

• Development should maintain the vitality of the rural community in which it is 
proposed.   

 
Affordable housing policy framework: 

 
8.42 Residents from all villages in the study area identified affordable housing as a key 

rural issue.  Therefore, this will require further work to establish the right locations.  
Baseline information relating to environmental constraints and opportunities needs to 
be established by the planning policy team, which will effect locations of new housing.  
The work currently being completed by East Northamptonshire’s planning policy 
department, housing department, Rural Housing Enabler, housing associations and 
local communities need to continue their partnership working, to ensure the most 
sustainable options are identified.  Through the policy and research background work, 
partnership working, Stakeholder Group meetings and resident survey work 
completed during this project a framework for affordable housing need has been 
developed: 
 

• Undertake and keep an up-to-date robust assessment of affordable housing 
need, to secure the right types of affordable housing, in the right locations.  
This needs to be fed into the housing strategy and to other related strategies, 
such as housing association plans. 

• Link Housing Needs Survey 2004 into Local Development Framework policy 
wording and/or supporting text. 

• Promote the use of and supply contact details for the Rural Housing 
Enabler/housing department, in supporting text and/or Supplementary 
Planning Guidance, to inform and co-ordinate information for prospective 
developers, landowners, local residents and Parish Councils. 

• Identify possible ‘Exception Sites’, solely for affordable housing, which should 
be incorporated into Parish/Action Plans for villages.  ‘Exception sites’ should 
be on small sites within or adjoining rural settlements for those identified as 
being in housing need, which the local development framework would not 
otherwise consider or release for housing.   

• Action plans should to be prepared for all villages with identified need for 
affordable housing, to ensure sufficient sites are allocated for affordable 
housing.   

• Promote the involvement of local communities, Parish Councils and 
businesses in the development process of affordable housing. 

• Policies should retain affordable housing in perpetuity, which promote 
development through a Registered Social Landlord and/or use of Section 106 
agreements.  Recommended hierarchy of criteria for local housing need 
should include: 
o People living in the village  
o Connection/family/employment 
o Used to live in the village  
o Other related villages (rural hinterland/network of villages/collection of 

individual needs) 
o Other people on the housing register in the district. 

• Promote an appropriate range of tenures and size of affordable housing, 
including shared ownership, low cost sale and social rent to meet identified 
needs. 
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• Affordable housing need allocation should be related to public transport, 
support services/facilities and linked to employment. 

• Define affordable housing in terms of the relationship between local income 
levels and house prices or rents for different types and sizes of housing. 

• Provide affordable housing with subsidy for people who would otherwise be 
excluded from the general housing market due to the relationship between 
local housing costs and local incomes.  

• Update Supplementary Planning Guidance on affordable housing and cross 
reference within policy.   

• Re-assess guidance in Supplementary Planning Guidance on rural thresholds.   
• Build densities into policy. 
• Ensure appropriate developers contributions for service and community facility 

infrastructure, when developing housing. 
• Encourage housing to be incorporated into mixed use development.  
 

Access/transport policy framework: 
 
• Concentrate development where there is access to facilities and services, 

schools, employment, recreation/sport, health, hospitals, shops, town centres, 
transport hubs, relating to the Rural Spatial Strategy and Appendix A. 

• Promote key development on public transport routes, to support existing 
services.  These should support both fixed timetabled and flexible transport 
schemes, as identified in Appendix A for the case study area. 

• Development should support flexible public transport and mobile services 
connecting rural hinterlands to their service centres, which is more likely to 
have a role in addressing social exclusion, in giving access to essential 
services.  

• The importance of walking in the district should be recognised and 
incorporated into the spatial design of developments. 

• Consideration should be given to the overall impact on travel patterns and 
availability of alternative locations for development to minimise the need to 
travel and increase choice of travel by walking, cycling and public transport. 

• Support and promote provision of improved and affordable public transport. 
• Routes should be easy, direct, attractive and safe to use, for all modes of 

transport.  
 

Facilities and services policy framework:  
 

• Support existing community facilities, including village stores, shops, public 
houses, libraries, health facilities (doctors, dentists, hospitals), schools and 
education, facilities and village halls, where there is a continuing need and for 
which there are no accessible local alternatives. 

• Facilitate and plan accessible new services and facilities, firstly in the Rural 
Service Centre of Oundle and other service centres identified in the Spatial 
Policy Framework, to serve their own populations and rural hinterlands.  The 
scale of which should reflect the needs of the population they serve. 

• Identify robust needs and priorities for facility and service provision in rural 
areas. 

• Encourage mixed and multi-purpose uses that maintain community vitality, e.g. 
schools could be designed so that they can be used in the evenings and 
weekends for community use, to maximise the efficiency of use and meet a 
range of needs.  
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• Development should support flexible and mobile services connecting rural 
hinterlands to their service centres, which is more likely to have a role in 
addressing social exclusion, in giving access to essential services.  

• Service and community facility infrastructure should be secured from 
developers when planning new homes and jobs, as part of development 
proposals, and guidance should be supplied in supplementary planning 
guidance. 

 
 

EMPLOYMENT GENERATING DEVELOPMENT 
 

National Government Planning Policy Statement 1 objective: 
• Maintenance of stable levels of economic growth and employment. 

 
East Northamptonshire Rural Strategy priority: 

• Supporting enterprise across rural East Northamptonshire, but targeting 
greater resources at areas of greatest need. 

 
General employment generating development framework: 

 
• Make provision for further employment land, primarily in Oundle and possibly 

other service centres, as identified in the Spatial Policy Framework, to widen 
access to employment opportunities. 

• Facilitate and enable future expansion of business premises, to facilitate and 
retain a healthy and diverse economic activity in rural areas. 

• Support traditional land-based activities and leisure/recreational opportunities 
that require countryside locations, especially where these contribute to 
environmental enhancement. 

• Retain use of employment buildings or land for employment use only, to retain 
employment sites within rural areas, that may become attractive to housing 
developments.   

• Support employment space for smaller start-ups, especially in smaller villages. 
• Base policy on an understanding to the current nature of rural economic 

development and thus the scope and capacity for future economic 
development. 

• Select sites that can be easily and conveniently accessed by other means of 
transport than the car. 

• Allow for mixed development.  
• Set requirements for rural economic development, but not identify types of 

development. 
• Encourage new economic development to lift the skills and wages of rural 

workers. 
• Policies should focus on the future indigenous employment growth, new start 

ups and in-ward investment in the rural areas. 
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PROTECTING AND ENHANCING THE ENVIRONMENT 

 
National Government Planning Policy Statement 1 objective: 

• Effective protection of the environment. 
• Prudent use of natural resources. 

 
 East Northamptonshire Rural Strategy priority: 

• Protecting the value of the countryside. 
 
8.43 It has not been the remit of this study to collate environmental baseline information, in 

relation to the natural and built environment, e.g. Conservation Area and Listed 
Building appraisals.  Therefore this report is unable to comment on the environmental 
restrictions in the study villages, which will effect the exact location, scale and design 
of development. However, from the research undertaken, for the study area, the 
following criteria for environmental policy have been developed:  

 
• The scale of development should be extremely small in smaller villages.  The 

scale can be increased to relate to the size and function of the settlement.  
However, each site is unique and the scale must reflect this, as well as 
ensuring social cohesion to the surrounding area, regardless of settlement size 
and function. 

• High quality design and carefully-sited accessible development within existing 
villages should be secured, which is in keeping and scale with its location and 
sensitive to the character of the countryside, villages and local distinctiveness. 

• Historic settlement patterns need to be respected through the use of building 
materials and appropriate scale and design. 

• Existing design guidance should be drawn together and made easily 
accessible to the public and interested parties.  Access should be improved 
using East Northamptonshire Council’s website.  This should incorporate: 
o ‘Building on Tradition’  
o ‘Design in context’  
o ‘Recreational Open Space’  
o ‘Residential extensions and alterations’ 
o ‘Development Brief – A guide to their preparation and use’ 
o ‘Warmington Design Guide’ 
o Any other relevant material. 

• Reference should be made specifically in policy to the design guides available, 
and information on where these can be obtained. 

• Community involvement should be encouraged at the very early stages of a 
development proposal, to ensure the design fits in with the local character and 
respects community interests and views. 

• Build upon existing partnerships with existing bodies working in the study area, 
including the Joint Planning Unit, Rockingham Forest Trust and Action with 
Communities in Rural England (ACRE). 

• There is a need to identify key assets or opportunities within rural areas and 
specify what features contribute to the local distinctiveness, e.g. Landscape 
Character Assessment, design guides, Village Design Statements, Parish 
Plans. 

• Develop policies that have been built upon environmental baseline information 
collation, which includes work related to the River Nene Regional Park project 
and county level work, including:  
o Green Infrastructure project 
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o Northamptonshire Landscape Character Assessment. 
 
 

PARTNERSHIP WORKING AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT FRAMEWORK: 
 

8.44 As concluded above, the roles and relationships between settlements are extremely 
complex, and the required needs and desired outcomes of people living in rural areas 
vary considerably.  Smaller settlements are inherently unsustainable, as they do not 
provide the full range of services/facilities needed to make them self-sufficient.  There 
is a lack of housing and employment land, many have environmental constraints and 
access by public transport is poor.  It is therefore difficult for planning policy to 
produce a Plan which will meet the needs and aspirations of every person in rural 
areas.  Therefore, planning has a responsibility to develop policies that work towards 
making rural areas as sustainable as possible.   

 
8.45 Planning policy can not deliver sustainable communities alone and there will be 

certain needs that can not be delivered by planning at all.  Where other delivery 
mechanisms are able to deliver elements towards sustainable communities, where 
planning cannot, then planning should seek to support these other tools, such as rural 
transport schemes or mobile services.  

 
8.46 Planning policy should develop and build upon existing partnerships with other 

organisations/strategies and include robust community involvement.  Numerous 
organisations and charities work at a more local level, such as the work being 
completed by the Rural Housing Enabler and community transport schemes, who 
involve residents and Parish Councils in planning and delivery, through a flexible 
approach.  It is the responsibility of planning policy to enable and promote these 
flexible approaches of delivery.  For example, it may not be possible for planning 
policy to identify the exact location for all affordable housing sites, but planning can 
facilitate by providing policies and guidance, i.e. a framework to make sure the right 
type of development, of the right design/scale goes in the right location to meet the 
most sustainable solution.   

 
8.47 This project has shown that identifying local issues is best achieved through a bottom-

up approach.  The new planning system requires the Council to produce a 
comprehensive Statement of Community Involvement to outline how they are going to 
communicate the Local Development Framework to the local community, businesses, 
organisations and other interested parties.  This study has highlighted that the key for 
delivering for local needs in the most sustainable way, is through partnership working 
and community involvement.  It is therefore essential that East Northamptonshire 
planning policy department use this planning tool to maximise the potential of 
involving the public and local bodies. 

 
8.48 The bullet points below provide further criteria in relation to partnership working, 

community involvement and improving communications: 
 
Partnership Working: 

 
• Build, develop and nurture good working partnerships and relations with all 

relevant bodies and organisations that inform the planning policy process, 
including: 
o Bordering districts 
o Other council departments 
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o Rural posts such as the Rural Housing Enabler and Rural Transport Co-
ordinator 

o Economic and housing partnership organisations 
o Voluntary and charity sector 
o Local organisations, such as ACRE and Rockingham Forest Trust 
o North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit  
o Statutory environmental agencies. 

• Work with the above bodies should include linking into, influencing and 
possibly sharing the ownership of joint resident and business surveys.  This 
could also apply to community involvement initiatives through Parish Councils, 
rural issues workshops and resident consultation.  This would enable 
strategies and programmes to work together, as well as reducing duplication of 
work and share costs, enabling more in-depth information to be obtained about 
the Plan area.  This would also reduce the consultation fatigue that many 
residents and Parish Councils indicated at the Stakeholder Group meetings. 

• Encourage other bodies and Council departments to share ‘ownership’ of the 
Local Development Framework.  Liaise with other departments and 
organisations at an early stage of the process, informing them what baseline 
information will be required to inform the development of sustainable rural 
policies.   

• Use and share baseline information from existing policies, strategies, plans 
and programmes to avoid duplication of work and save costs. 

 
Community and Parish Involvement: 
 

• Build, develop and nurture good working relationships with the community and 
Parish Councils. 

• Encourage Parish Councils to share ‘ownership’ of the Local Development 
Framework.  Liaise with them at an early stage of the process, and gain their 
input into the planning policy process.  

• Access local baseline information, issues and needs for rural areas through 
community involvement, such as Parish Plans, Village Design Statements, 
resident surveys and workshops. 

• Recognise ‘village design statements’ and ‘parish plans’ in area action plans, 
or as supplementary planning guidance or otherwise use as part of the Local 
Development Framework evidence base, to ensure development respects 
local character with minimal impact on the environment, while providing 
baseline information on local social, economic and environmental data. 

• Promote and help with the production of Parish Plans and Village Design 
Statements, to further involve local people in the planning process and better 
inform policy and decision making.  This could be through encouraging and co-
ordinating the work of other organisations in the Plan area that may be able to 
undertake this facilitating role.  Parish Plans and Village Design Statements 
can be used to inform planning and other strategies of local need, and work 
with parish councils in identifying sites and/or criteria for development. 

 
 Improved Communications: 
 

• Improve the use of East Northamptonshire Council’s website to inform local 
communities, businesses and other organisations of up-to-date news and 
progress on the Local Development Framework, and publicise the Statement 
for Community Involvement.  This should be linked to local newspaper adverts 
and information displayed in local services/facilities, such as doctors surgeries, 
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schools, pubs and shops, and should display the website address and contact 
details.  The local media should be used as much as possible to improve 
communications to the people living and working in the district.  The website 
and other marketing material should be updated regularly to ensure continuity 
of use.  Information should include: 
o A comprehensive Statement of Community Involvement. 
o An update on progress of the relevant Local Development Document. 
o ‘Easy to find’ advice to developers on providing affordable housing, 

creating good design, supporting affordable employment or services and 
facilities and key contacts in the Council and other supporting 
organisations. 

o Improved communications about shared ownership to people in need, as 
many do not know it exists or that they are eligible for affordable housing. 

o Consolidate economic information that is currently available to 
businesses in East Northamptonshire to make information access easier 
for businesses in the district. 

o Provide a ‘one-shop’ information service for public transport/community 
transport scheme availability with timetables, contacts, eligibility and 
fares.  Include and link into information on taxi firms, cycling and walking 
to improve accessibility in the district. 

o Ensure that all relevant websites from organisations are linked to the 
relevant sections of the Council’s website. 
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9 Creating sustainable rural planning policies 
 
9.1 Results from the resident survey have led to the categorisation of settlements into 

various types of settlement functions and relationships.  It has enabled the project to 
develop a spatial policy framework, providing guidance on which types of 
development should be located to each settlement category.  A subject policy 
framework provides supporting policy criteria to the spatial framework, which has been 
collated from the background research, partnership working and community 
involvement.  The subject framework provides a mechanism to maximise the 
sustainability of the spatial policy framework. 

 
Further work to be completed in the case study area 

 
9.2 Baseline information is an iterative process of the plan making system.  Therefore the 

framework has only been able to go so far in delivering the locations for certain 
development types, due to the continuous development of the district’s evidence base.  
For example, the Rural Housing Enabler, housing associations and housing 
department are working to find suitable locations for affordable housing, through 
robust assessment and consultation with parish councils.  Therefore East 
Northamptonshire planning department need to continue working in partnership with 
the various bodies working in the study area, as further work in the district is 
developed, to maximise the sustainability of the final rural planning policies.   

 
9.3 Planning policy needs to keep up-to-date with work being completed by other 

partnerships and organisations.  The Rural Housing Enabler and ‘Design for the 
Future’ have consultation responses that will help inform and support the 
recommendations made in this report, which have not been used to inform the 
framework.  The Rural Strategy has been finalised and the work completed by the 
Joint Planning Unit will also continue to assist in policy development for the district.  
The planning policy department need to continue developing relationships with other 
organisations and council departments, such as economic and housing departments, 
ACRE and Rockingham Forest Trust. 

 
9.4 The policy framework is specific to the findings of this study, which covers mainly 

social and economic issues, and also includes issues such as settlement character 
and design.   Therefore, it is essential to recognise that these specific rural policies 
are only part of the ‘complete’ sustainability framework, which is required to be 
developed for the study area, as outlined in chapter 4.  In order to produce sustainable 
rural policies the East Northamptonshire planning policy department will need to 
continue to develop evidence base to inform policy development.  A wealth of 
environmental baseline information that is available includes the work being 
completed for Nene Regional Park and Northamptonshire’s Environmental 
Characterisation work.   

 
Applying the framework to the ‘Rural North, Oundle and Thrapston’ Local 
Development Document (LDD) and other rural areas in England 

 
9.5 Identifying rural issues and assessing settlement function and relationships can be 

facilitated by the framework developed in this chapter and Appendix D.  East 
Northamptonshire Council will need to expand the study area to the whole area 
identified in the ‘Rural North, Oundle and Thrapston’ Local Development Document.  
The results should then be fed into the current ‘Preferred Options and Proposals’ 
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paper of the LDD.  The framework also needs to be related to the whole district and 
bordering local authorities.    

 
9.6 The policy framework in this study has been developed from using a case study area 

of East Northamptonshire.  The identified settlement functions and relationships are 
specific to this study area, but can be applied to other rural areas of East 
Northamptonshire and beyond.  However, as established throughout this report, all 
rural areas are different and there will be variables relating to each individual 
settlement and related relationships with other settlements.  Therefore, the framework 
is guidance to creating sustainable policies, which can be amended to suit the specific 
rural area.  There may also be other settlement functions and relationships that have 
not been identified by this study, but are identified in other rural areas. 
 

9.7 The policy framework specifically delivers social and economic policies and it has not 
been the remit of this framework to detail environmental, recreation, tourism or farm 
diversification policy.  It is essential, therefore, to recognise the importance of working 
within the context of a sustainability framework, as outlined below.  Policies should 
deliver sustainable outcomes in terms of a win-win-win situation for the rural economy, 
social equality, environmental issues and use of natural resources.  Therefore rural 
planning policy departments will need to ensure that these elements of sustainability 
are integrated into final Local Development Document policies.   
 
Social progress Protection the 

environment 
Prudent use of 
resources 
 

Stable economy 

• Communities 
- inclusive 
- balanced 
- vibrant 

• Affordable, local 
housing 

• Access to services 
and community 
facilities 

• Local employment 
• Recreation/leisure/sp

ort 
• Public transport/ 

accessibility for all 
 

• Landscape 
character 

• Biodiversity 
• Land management 
• Cultural heritage 
• Settlement pattern 

and character 
• Buildings and 

design 
- materials 
- spaces  
- scale 

 

• Energy  
- sustainable 

construction 
- transport 
- renewable 
- efficiency 

• Water resources 
and quality 

• Waste 
• Air 
• Soils 

• Local economies 
• Recreation and 

tourism  
- opportunities 
- skills 

• Land based 
economies 
- materials 
- skills 

 
9.8 To plan for a rural area there needs to be a robust understanding of how people use 

settlements and move between them.  The framework developed from this study 
recommends and provides guidance on collating information relating to: 

 
o Rural issues, resident needs and aspirations 
o Settlement services and facilities audit 
o Settlement roles & relationships. 

 
9.9 Once a baseline of information has been collated it will then be possible to categorise 

settlements in a rural area, in terms of its function and relationship with other 
settlements.  This chapter and Appendix D provides guidance on how to categorise a 
settlement, from the case study findings. 
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9.10 Once categories for settlement functions and relationships are applied to each village, 
the policy and supporting frameworks (spatial, subject, partnership working, 
community involvement) can then be applied to each settlement.   This informs on the 
most sustainable location for different development types, and criteria to ensure that 
development is delivered in the most sustainable way. 

 
Rural issues, resident needs and aspirations 

 
9.11 It is important to identify the rural issues, including local needs and aspirations, of 

people living and working in rural areas within each settlement type.  The most robust 
process to gain this information is from a bottom-up approach, to gain an 
understanding of issues such as access to affordable housing, facilities, services, 
employment and public transport.  This will help to inform where development types 
are required and also people’s views on what they believe should be taking place in 
their home settlement. 

 
9.12 There are various ways to collate this information, without the planning department 

having to bear an enormous cost, as many other organisations are providing for 
similar needs and undertaking research into local needs.  The quality of information 
received by these sources can also be influenced by planning, if planning departments 
work in partnership and provide guidance on data collection to secure data quality.  
These mechanisms include: 

 
o Use information from existing surveys/consultations exercises that have 

already been undertaken in the district: resident, Parish Council, business 
surveys. 

o Feed into future surveys/consultations or share ‘ownership’ of 
survey/consultation work with other partners, to avoid duplication of work, 
reduce costs and reduce consultation fatigue for respondents. 

o Undertaken evening rural workshop and invite local businesses, residents, 
organisations. 

o Work in partnership with local organisation, such as Local Strategic 
Partnership, charities, voluntary organisation, council departments. 

o Link into other strategies, such as the Community Strategy and local Rural 
Strategy. 

o Create a Rural Stakeholder Group to inform the Local Development 
Document of local issues and needs. 

o Work with Parish Councils from an early stage and facilitate the creation of 
Parish Plans and Village Design Statements. 

 
Settlement services and facilities 

 
9.13 An integral part of understanding role of settlement and how people move between 

them, is knowing what facilities and services are available in each location.  Therefore 
an audit of services and facilities should be undertaken in each settlement in a plan 
area.  This information is often collated by other organisations and planning needs to 
feed into these processes if resourcing is low.  The quality of information received by 
these sources can also be influenced by planning, if planning departments work in 
partnership and provide guidance on data collection to ensure data quality.  
Processes to facilitate in collating this information include: 
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o Use information from existing surveys/consultations exercises that have 
already been undertaken in the district: resident, Parish Council, business 
surveys. 

o Feed into future surveys/consultations or share ‘ownership’ of 
survey/consultation work with other organisations, to avoid duplication of 
work, reduce costs and reduce consultation fatigue for respondents. 

o Information is held by other organisations, therefore feed into work 
completed by others, such as council departments, community 
organisations, charities, economic partners, voluntary sector. 

o Work with Parish Councils and facilitate the development of Parish Plans 
and Village Design Statements, which can help collate information for 
planning purposes. 

 
Settlement functions & relationships 

 
9.14 How residents use settlement and how people travel between settlements, is an 

essential element of baseline information, which is required to inform the development 
of sustainable rural planning.  This is a complex source of information to collate and 
probably an area where most planning departments will find gaps in existing baseline 
information.  The following criteria details where sources of information can be 
obtained: 

 
o If resources are available, undertake a resident survey, as developed in the 

East Northamptonshire project, to assess people’s movements between 
settlements.  This gives an opportunity to tailor the questions to planning 
policy and be specific to the rural area being planned for. 

o Use information from existing survey/consultation exercises that have 
already been undertaken in the district, that may include information on 
people’s use of settlements or movement between settlements: resident, 
Parish Council, business surveys. 

o Feed into future surveys/consultations or share ‘ownership’ of 
survey/consultation work with other organisations, to avoid duplication of 
work, reduce costs and reduce consultation fatigue for respondents. 

o Use the local knowledge of Parish Councils. 
o Link into other strategies such as Local Transport Plan, rural transport work 

completed by local voluntary organisations, Council transport/access 
department. 

o Source other forms of travel data, such as Census information, which 
although is not specific to individual settlements, can provide a picture for 
the ward. 

 
Categorising settlement roles and relationships (Appendix D – Part 1) 

 
9.15 Categorisation of settlement roles and relationships is taken from understanding how 

people use settlements and travel between them.  In establishing these settlement 
categories it is then possible to inform policy on what type of development should 
occur in specific types of settlements.   
 

9.16 Appendix D (Part 1) provides guidance on how to categorise rural settlements, by 
providing: 

• A table detailing different types of services centres and information to identify 
the related rural hinterland 
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• How to identify (and categorise) the role and relationship of each settlement, in 
relation to how services and facilities are used by it’s own population and rural 
hinterland.  Categories include: 

o Rural Service Centre 
o Local Service Centre 
o ‘Limited Local Service Centre’ 
o ‘Dependant’ smaller villages 
o Network of villages 

• How to identify (and categorise) needs 
o Providing for groups of villages 
o Providing for individual needs. 

 
9.17 The categories identified in Appendix D are taken from the East Northamptonshire 

study area.  Other categories of settlement roles and relationships may be identified in 
other LDD area, which have not been identified by the study area results. The 
framework provided is a working document, which should be amended to suit each 
particular rural area – adding, deleting and amending sections or parts of the 
framework to suit the planned area. 
 

9.18 Categories of roles and relationships taken from the case study area do not provide 
‘cut-off’ points between the different categories, as this goes beyond the remit of this 
project.  Therefore local planning authorities will need to make judgements on where 
these ‘cut-off’ points are.   

 
Sustainable rural planning policy framework for other rural areas (Appendix D – 
Part 2) 

 
9.19 Once settlements have been categorised it is then possible to apply categories to the 

framework for sustainable rural policies, as detailed in Appendix D (Part 2).  The 
framework provides a structure for delivering sustainable rural communities through 
an integrated spatial and subject policy framework: 
 

Spatial Policy Framework  
Directs sustainable development types to specific locations.   

 
Subject Policy Framework  
Provides supporting criteria for delivering development types such as 
affordable housing, employment, services and accessibility.  The subject policy 
framework aims to maximise and encourage development to be delivered 
within a sustainable structure.   

 
Partnership Working/Community Involvement  
Framework for partnership working and community involvement in providing 
baseline information and supporting delivery of development, to ensure 
development is provided in the right location for identified local need. 

 
9.20 The sustainable rural policy framework in Appendix D (Part 2) includes: 
 

• Spatial Policy Framework 
 
• Subject Policy Framework: 

 
o Community/Social 
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 Creating Sustainable Communities 
 Affordable Housing 
 Access/Transport 
 Facilities/Services 

o Employment Generating Development 
 General framework 

o Environment  
 Design and scale 

 
• Partnership Working and Community Involvement Framework 

 
9.21 It is important to highlight that this framework relates specifically to the findings of the 

East Northamptonshire study, and therefore results from the case study settlements 
characteristics and how people living in the study area use these settlements.  As 
outlined in the section above, the policy framework will need to be amended to suit the 
planned area.   
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10 Conclusions 
 
10.1 A wealth of background policy, relevant research and other strategies working to 

deliver similar issues in the case study area, has been collated by this project.  This 
has included assessing existing knowledge of rural issues and local need, through 
developing baseline information and community involvement.  The background 
research established that there was a gap in the understanding of settlement roles 
and relationships.  Therefore a postal resident survey was commissioned to develop 
knowledge of the needs and issues in rural areas from a bottom-up approach, which 
would underpin a planning policy framework.  The survey provided an understanding 
of settlement functions and relationships.  It also supplied an insight into the difficulties 
residents experienced in accessing services/facilities and feelings about development 
in the study area. 

 
10.2 A Stakeholder Group was invited to inform at two stages of this project: initial issues 

relating to rural areas and then again to comment on the development of the 
framework for sustainable rural policies.  A number of residents and organisations 
who were involved also had an input throughout the project. 

 
10.3 The resident survey work has established there is a complex web of relationships due 

to the variation of people’s lives and desired needs.  Travel patterns established the 
roles of settlements and how they relate to other surrounding settlements in the case 
study area and beyond.  The main settlement category identified for the study area 
was the service centre and related rural hinterland.  The service centres can be 
ranked in relation to number of services/facilities they supply, how much they are used 
and the extent of rural hinterland that they serve.   

 
10.4 There are relationships between settlements where there is no dominant service 

centre.  This network of settlements exists where the size of each village is similar to 
each other and the flow of travel is equal or very similar.  It must be stressed that the 
network identified for the case study villages was weak and related only to leisure and 
recreational activities.  However, it highlights that this type of network can exist in 
other, possibly more remote rural areas of England, for other services and facilities.  It 
has not been necessary to develop a policy specific to East Northamptonshire for this 
relationship, but it is an important finding which could relate to other rural areas of 
East Northamptonshire and/or England.   

 
10.5 Perhaps not surprisingly, large urban centres act as service centres to villages in the 

study area, particularly for travel to employment, main food shopping and non food 
shopping, which relies on a high dependence on car travel. 

 
10.6 It has also been established that planning should provide for a group of settlement, 

where there is not necessarily a relationships between settlements, such as providing 
affordable housing for a number of residents across a selection of villages, that do not 
necessarily encompass a service centre or close network of settlement.  Therefore it 
is important to plan at this level, especially when looking at specific local needs for 
disadvantaged groups, and where a site may become available that can serve a 
number of villages. 

 
10.7 Therefore it has been possible to categorise settlement roles and relationships.  The 

role that King’s Cliffe serves and the relationship it has with other settlements has 
been detailed in this report.  This report confirms that King’s Cliffe acts as a Local 
Service Centre, in that it provides services and facilities to its own population and a 
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limited rural hinterland.  It is ranked as a service centre below Oundle, which is 
already classified as a Rural Service Centre by the Milton Keynes and South Midlands 
sub-regional strategy, but is a dominant service centre compared to other settlements 
in the study area.   
 

10.8 Emerging ideas include the Rural Service Spine, which identifies an area from Raunds 
along the Nene Valley through Oundle to Kings Cliffe as an area in which to seek 
enhanced connections and accessibility.  This project is in support of securing key 
development in Oundle and King’s Cliffe.  However, it has been recognised during this 
project’s research that certain types of development should be permitted in rural areas 
which meets identified needs.   Improving the links between rural areas with Rural and 
Local Service Centres with improved flexible public transport has also been 
recognised. 

 
10.9 Using the settlement categories identified by this project it has been possible to 

develop a framework for sustainable rural policies, to secure the right type of 
development in the right locations.  The framework has been developed in three parts:  
spatial policy, subject policy and partnerships and community involvement framework.  

 
10.10 First, the spatial policy framework has been developed to reflect sub-regional policy 

and the concept of the Rural Service Spine, in directing key development to service 
centres that are more sustainable.  The spatial framework reflects the ‘balanced’ view 
on development, which recognises the importance of smaller rural settlements 
accommodating development that meet local needs, such as affordable housing and 
retaining services and community facilities.   

 
10.11 Secondly, the subject policy framework has been developed from the wealth of 

information that has been collated for this project.  It is recognised that there are some 
rural issues that need to be addressed, including: affordable housing, local 
employment, retaining services/facilities, improving public transport and improving 
access to these subjects for disadvantaged groups.  Therefore the subject framework 
aim is to support the spatial framework, by securing sustainable delivery of these 
needs.   

 
10.12 Third, working with other partners and involvement the community is key to delivering 

the sustainability agenda in rural areas, where planning cannot deliver for rural needs 
on it’s own.  This will only be achieved through comprehensive partnership working 
with all bodies with an interest in creating sustainable rural communities, who hold 
baseline information and complete community involvement for their own strategies 
and plans.  Existing relationships need to be nurtured and developed, particularly 
where organisations have a good relationship with local people, networks and 
parishes. 

 
10.13 This project has been able to deliver a policy framework for sustainable rural planning 

for the case study area of East Northamptonshire.  For remaining parts of the LDD, 
other rural area of East Northamptonshire and rural England, a generic policy 
framework has been provided.  This has been taken specifically from the study area 
used in this project, and will need to be amended to suit the particular area being 
planned for.  However, it has been possible to provide a tool to identify settlement 
categories and apply these categories to the policy framework, therefore maximising 
delivery of sustainable communities. 

 


